Stassen Speaks Tomorrow Night In Irvine Auditorium

Mayor Dilworth Asks Penn, Temple To Run PGH Medical Program

Affiliation With 3 Schools Is Dropped; Change Requested by Hospital's Board

Warner Announces Sale of I-F Booths

Surplus Radio-Radar Trailer Acquired For Moon School

Dartmouth Loss Ends Quakers' Title Hopes

Miss U of P Contestants Announced

Stassen To Deliver 14th Penn Forum Lecture

Hersch Charges Given Excessive Number of Tickets

Eight Heelers For HH Financial Management

Dilworth announced that the former patients and physicians would be held in a special dinner, to be attended by the hospital's board members and management.

Surplus Radio-Radar Trailer Acquired For Moon School

A surplus radio and radar trailer, originally sold to the government for $600, has been purchased by the University for the Moon School at a cost of $400.

The equipment, to be used for work in radio-astronomy at the University, includes a $110,000 trailer—acquired by the University for the Moon School and $25,000 trailer—acquired by the University for the Moon School.
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Stassen to Deliver 14th Penn Forum Lecture

Harold E. Stassen, president of the University, will deliver the fourth annual Penn Forum Lecture tomorrow evening at 7:30 in Irvine Auditorium.

The news announced by the University and the former special advisor on disarmament to President Eisenhower will speak at the school. "University Students and Public Affairs in America."
It has long been evident that the Philadelphia police are a little too active in eavesdropping in the campus area. Such activities have kept some students up all night wondering what they would be doing if they none were the vigilantes of the city police forces.

Aside from the obvious problems of the police actions there is the very heavy problem of danger in the streets of the University. The students, with the ever increasing extra-curricular activity that the police seem to support or perhaps understand, the police does not take the time to see that the innocent protecting innocent people from hoodlums then they are setting records given parking tickets.

Chief Magistrate Hersch of Philadelph has given at least a token attempt to those who the police are spending too much time ticketing cars in this area. To answer to a question on this subject he said that the evidence speaks for itself. He went on to say that "the Philadelphia police are excessively en-4ergetic, they are too aggressive," he also believes that the police have estab-lished a quota system although there is no evidence of this.

It is important to note that Magistrate Hersch is only conducting the current pressures on the police, for the Juvenile Court is trying to make the lives of the youths better because they have no other choice. In other words he said that he sympathizes with the parking situation at the University which is more than can be said for the police.

And all the current din about parking there is one note that is not dis-tinguished by the general confusion. The parking committee has been quietly but determinedly working on the problem. There will be a progress report in the near future which should at least shed a ray of hope on the situation.

We do not go on as recording or asking anyone to concede wilful viola-tions of traffic laws in Philadelphia. We believe, however, along with Magistrate Hersch that the problem is spending entirely too much of their valuable time eavesdropping in our area. We also believe that this "time" could better be spent protecting the citizens and property of Philadelphia as well as tracking down violators of speed laws and those who consistently run red lights. In short we think that a certain degree of toleration is in order by the Philadelphia police as the University acre through their parking problem.

Letters in the Editor should be ad-dressed to the editor in The Daily Pen-nsylvanian, 3440 Woodland Avenue. They should be double spaced at 54 characters to the line until the signature is typed. They should be signed al-though The Daily Pennsylvania will with-hold names on request.
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Shine, Gray Break Marks in IC4A's

Jonasson Cops City Title

Coffin Nails Track Hopes

Csiszar Blames Lousy Calls
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Special Sale!

Jonason Cops City Title
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DeLucia Pick As DP Star

ALEX DELUCA

Alex DeLucia was named Player of the Week by The Daily Pennsylvania for his outstanding play against Harvard and Bucknell. He tallied 19 against the latter.

Skaters Lose First

Pete's hockey team got the first taste of defeat this weekend when it met up against the Yale Bulldogs. Yale scored to take the lead, and the game remained close throughout, but Yale managed to hang on to win.

Parking Situation

Hersch Discusses Parking Situation (Continued from page 12)

Given the time constraints, we're not sure if they can maintain the same level of service. In order to ensure that the police force is fully staffed, the city is looking into the possibility of hiring additional officers.